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Executive Summary
In the fast-moving world of business, scenarios are changing at the drop of a hat. Renewed strategies 
and adoption of technologies can help companies brave the rapidly changing market conditions. 
Achieving quality customer conversations has become a priority as companies adopt Speech Analytics 
to gain customer insights, enhance relationships, and build loyalty. 

This Whitepaper talks about the importance of Proof of Concept (POC) in preparing for Speech 
Analytics Deployment. It also stresses on the importance of Speech Analytics, POC journey, evaluation 
of POC results, vendor selection criteria, and how POC helps decision makers decide on full-scale 
deployment. To benefit readers, the Whitepaper also provides few use cases and POC 
implementations that resulted in management buy-in and successful adoption of Speech Analytics.  

Speech Analytics and Contact Centers 

Contact centers have been the key enabler for customer interaction and relationships. Digitalization 
disrupts businesses while leaving customers with an array of options such that companies have an uphill 
task in building customer loyalty. Customer interaction requires a revamp as companies look to obtain 
valuable insights and improvize on customer service—this is where Speech Analytics comes into play. 

Introduction 

Speech Analytics is defined as the process of analyzing
customer calls to gather information on customers in order to
improve communication and future interaction. 

What is Speech Analytics?
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Why do Contact Centers need Speech Analytics?   

Why Speech Analytics

Increasing call volumes and customer issues have compelled companies to adopt Speech Analytics. 
Speech Analytics monitors and analyzes calls. It helps improve on call-center metrics, such as—First 
Call Resolution (FCR), Average Handling Time (AHT), Contact quality, Agent performance, and reduce 
Customer churn. It also provides business insights to enhance customer support and increases cross 
and up-sell volumes. 

Speech Analytics is a powerful tool to improvize operations. It promises to up the efficiency levels and 
thereby, the business and profitability of contact centers. 
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What is POC 

Proof of Concept (POC) is the realization of a certain method in the form of a product or service to 
demonstrate its feasibility and workability. POC is done to verify if a certain concept (or theory) has 
some practical potential and if it can open doors to the Pilot phase. 

Testing Waters—Why go for a POC?

What to expect during a POC 

4

POC is a short project implemented to provide a real-time view of how Speech Analytics solves specific 
business issues. Contact centers can test Speech Analytics on few problem areas to observe its 
effectiveness in solving these problems. Every successful software implementation requires 
‘’champions’’. The involvement of CXOs from the company matters as much as that of the process and 
IT leads. The vendor must have the account team, to help set right expectations, and tech team, to 
successfully implement the solution. 

Helps address core business issues as identified by contact centers  

Data can be tested to identify critical issues and bring out insights 

Pinpoints problem areas and resultant impact on operations 

Identifies areas where contact centers can make significant improvement 

Helps CXOs envisage potential ROI of full-scale implementation 
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How does POC help prepare for a pilot/full scale deployment? 
Proof of Concept creates that much-needed exposure and education for the company. It provides a 
first look into the technology, the functions, and the deep insights it brings to the table from customer 
conversations. Most importantly, POC sets the ball rolling for implementation. For most of Uniphore's 
clients who have implemented Speech Analytics, POC had helped them gain finer insights into 
gathering technical requirements and assign responsibilities to teams. It also helped obtain a 
mechanism to gather and disseminate data to various departments. 
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You can expect the POC to provide evidence on the product’s feasibility and workability. It also 
helps management reach a decision on the sign-off for a pilot or full-scale deployment. 

The POC Journey

Setting of goals and objectives—What you wish to discover

Acquainting teams and people with what Speech Analytics has to offer 

System integration and configuration 

Assignment of resources (both IT and people)

Our view on how POC broadly helps

Identify problems

Realize needs

Prep Phase

Ascertain objectives

Set criteria

POC
Implementation 

Assess results 

Evaluate vendor

capabilities

POC Evaluation 

 ROI assessment  

CXO buy-in

Call for Pilot
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‘’POC results can be evaluated to successfully anoint Speech 
Analytics as the desired solution.’’ 
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Evaluating POC results for vendor selection 
Evaluation begins with defining the ‘’success criteria’’. Some success criteria are: 

What are we trying to achieve? 

What specific objectives to look at? 

Is the solution easily implementable? 

Does it require additional resources? 

Is it cost-effective? 

Gearing up for the Pilot phase—Implementation strategy 
The pilot phase is the stepping stone to analytics success. If your organization has chosen Speech 
Analytics to evaluate and analyze customer interactions for business insights, there is no better way to 
improve CX and Contact Center performance. 
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List of points to help your company implement and operate Speech Analytics in a seamless manner -

Gather technical requirements 

Your Speech Analytics vendor will brief you about the technical needs of the 
project. In most cases, Speech Analytics is offered as a SaaS which implies less 
burden on your IT team. The focus should be, providing your IT policy permits 
Speech Analytics installation on your servers, on aspects such as—the 
mechanism for accessing audio files (call recordings), hardware requirements 
and set up, etc. 

Ensure every aspect is well documented, legally scrutinized, and signed off well 
in advance for timely implementation and kick-off.

Assign responsibilities to dedicated teams 

The implementation is a project by itself and it’s good to have dedicated 
teams/representatives from teams, such as IT, Customer Service, Business and 
Data Analysts, etc. Having experts on board well in advance helps in effortless 
KT and training. 

Set up realistic goals and expectations  

As a software solution/tool, Speech Analytics runs on speech engines which 
require constant tuning and audits in the run up to achieve the desired 
accuracy and results. Sync up with internal stakeholders to set up goals which 
can be tuned at frequent intervals. 

Prepare your QC and agent teams

It’s paramount for project leaders to appraise customer-facing teams on the 
benefits of integrating Speech Analytics into the customer care fabric. Teams 
may have apprehensions about having a deep insight tool to analyze 
customer-agent interaction. Let them know that the solution is here to help 
and not take away their jobs. 
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Checklist for evaluating a Speech Analytics vendor      
We have listed a few important criteria to evaluate Speech Analytics vendors 

Achieve objectives

Will the solution help 
accomplish objectives of the 
contact center? Is the vendor 
aligned with your concerns 

and requirements? 

Multi-touchpoint
support

Does the solution offer 
multiple-touchpoint from 
emails to chat, text, and 

voice? 

Flexible deployment

Can the vendor provide a 
flexible, SaaS like solution 
that can be deployed and 

operated from cloud? 

Cost-effective

Is the total cost of ownership 
(TCO) viable and aligned with 

your overall company 
objectives? 

Integrable

Is the solution integrable with 
existing call recording facility 

and other software? 

Achieve set Objectives 

Multi-touchpoint Support 

Cost-effective 

Integrable 

Flexible Deployment

Training and Certification 

Multi-language Support 

Analytical and Readable 

Speed of Business Insights 

Scalable and Secure

Excellent Services Support  

ROI Potential 

Vendor Checklist
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Language support

Is the solution capable of 
multi-language support and 
detect words/phrases with 

accuracy?

Analytical and
readable

Does the solution possess 
efficient analytical 

capabilities? Can it pull out 
relevant insights in an 
easy-to-read format?

Speed to business
insights

Can it analyze calls and 
provide insights to enable 

quick decision-making? 

Services support

Excellent service support is a 
must. Is the vendor capable 

of providing that?

ROI

Decision makers need to 
understand the returns on 
adopting the solution. Can 

it provide an idea on 
potential ROI? 

auMina is a Speech Analytics Software Solution for Enterprises with contact centers. It mines speech 
data and empowers Business Analysts with actionable insights for measuring and continuously 
improving Business Outcomes. It also helps identify, analyze, and predict business problems and 
provides solutions for better business outcomes while enhancing customer service support. 

from Uniphore
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Break-up of the benefits of above points 

Use case of auMinaTM for various industries 

BFSI

Sales Analysis | Collections and 
Risk Analysis | Legal Compliance 
| NPS & CES | Legal Compliance

Telecom

Sales Analysis | Complaint Analysis | 
Churn Propensity | NPS & CES

E-Commerce & FMCG

Supply Chain | Sales Analysis | Complaint 
Analysis | Sales Promotion | NPS & CES

Travel & Airlines

Complaint Analysis | Sales 
Analysis | Sales Promotion | 
Churn Propensity | NPS & CES

Sales Analysis

Analysis of sales through gauging intent to buy, sales pitch effectiveness, 
conversion and non-conversions (Cross-Sell/Up-Sell)

Sales Promotion

Analysis of sales promotion effectiveness like media promotion, outbound 
calling, SMS campaigns
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Collection & Risk

Analyze Collector effectiveness, intent to pay, and overall collection risk

Legal Compliance

Analysis of adherence to script and compliance with regulatory guidelines

Churn Propensity

Analysis of repeat callers, customer sentiment, and correlation of customer 
CRM data to gauge customer’s propensity to churn

NPS & CES

Analysis of NPS & CES to measure customer advocacy levels and brand loyalty

Complaint Analysis

Analysis of complaints like network, billing, deductions, etc. and providing RCA

Supply Chain

Analysis of calls reporting supply chain issue and providing root cause analysis 
of overall supply chain management

Repeat Call Analysis/FCR

Identifying issues that drive repeat calls and eliminate those for First Call Resolution

Call Categorization

Automated & detailed call categorization beyond the outcome provided by executives
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About Uniphore’s Speech Analytics POC
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POC Cases with Outcomes

The Proof of Concept (POC) is aimed at providing a complete understanding of the product capability to 
our customers using their own limited set of data. The POC tries to bring out the important features of 
the product which can address the customers’ pain points/issues, thereby helping them to correlate the 
power of the product and its benefits. 

A Large Private Bank

Uniphore worked with one of the largest private banks in the world to monitor the levels of customers 
repaying the loan in its “Collections” division and to identify the opportunities to increase “Sales 
conversions” in Customer Service division. 

Sales Analysis with the intent to buy and correlating them against the Agent Performance was carried 
out along with Collection Analysis to find out the propensity levels of their customers in collections calls. 

The POC was able to provide a holistic view to complete sales analysis with a prime focus on capturing 
the customer intent and calculating the probability of the sales conversion. We were also able to 
ascertain the reasons for lost cases which helped the bank in understanding these attributes better. 
Repayment propensity levels were calculated helping the bank digitally offload accounts from the 
outbound follow up scenario. 

A Leading Securities Trading Company 

Uniphore worked with a leading Securities Trading Company in India to understand if the correct stock 
names are pitched by the Agents to customers and to monitor the percentage of stocks recommended 
by the agents for a given day from a “Compliance” perspective. 

Stock names as recommended by the company for the day were analyzed and reported based on Agent 
pitch for all the calls. Non-Compliance with respect to agent pitch effectiveness or non-recommended 
stock names in the calls were also identified. Other KPIs, such as agent performance (sales conversion), 
customer handling, pitch effectiveness in line with internal market reviews were monitored and 
reported for corrective actions and agent coaching/training. 
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How to make your organization Speech Analytics ready
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Finally, the big question – How do we get started and get your organization Speech Analytics ready? 

Build a plan

Draw a plan with desired 
objectives and required 
resources. Without that, 
there will be a mismatch 
between expectations and 
actuals. 

Identify data sets

Proactively identify data 
sets concerning most 
critical issues to be tested 
via POC.

Educate stakeholders

Keep all stakeholders 
from agents to the 
management in loop 
and educated. The more 
awareness, the better 
the implementation. 

Getting Speech Analytics-Ready 

Build a Plan Educate Org. Right Teams Vendor Support 

Identify Data Sets Right Expectations Team Co-ordination

What happens after a POC
Post evaluation of the POC and its results, the organization should consider integrating Speech Analytics 
on a pilot basis before assigning KPIs for results on a full-scale basis. This period helps both the 
organization and the Speech Analytics vendor in establishing the objectives, defining the scope of the 
project, assessing hardware requirements, setting up SLAs and other requirements. 
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Right teams

Form the right teams to take complete 
ownership less it affects the execution of POC. 

Vendor support

Stay connected with vendor, ask for 
help when needed. This way, you get 
rid of bottlenecks while harnessing 
vendor support to the fullest. 

Measuring ROI on Speech Analytics implementation 
Measuring ROI is a vital component of implementing Speech Analytics. On an average, it takes 6-8 months 
before you start measuring real-time ROI on your investment. Few parameters to help you measure the optimal 
returns on your investment - 

Revenue Enhancement 

Better sales conversion
Improvement in Direct phone sales or 
through up/cross-selling 

Better credit control
Securing more P2Ps (impacts working 
capital), reduced debt/customer, etc. 

Communication and clarity

Effective communication between Speech Analytics 
team and teams from QC to Sales & Marketing, 
Operations and CXOs will make the solution more 
effective and bring out desired outcomes. 

Reasonable expectations

Set reasonable expectations, for that 
can help achieve ‘’quick wins’’ while 
setting a steady path for the long-run. 
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Customer Experience 

CSAT and NPS
Improvement in customer satisfaction 
scores, lesser customer churn, and new 
customer acquisition

Feedback on product/service
Capturing hidden business insights for 
product/delivery improvement

Speech Analytics will augment the customer services aspect of contact centers while revealing 
interesting business insights that can be put to strategic use. POC is the first step towards adopting and 
harnessing the total potential of Speech Analytics. Organizations will do well to implement POC and 
gain the much-required exposure to carry out a pilot and move onto a full-scale deployment. POC is the 
ice-breaker, and is essential for organizations looking towards complete adoption. From the CXO’s 
perspective, POC will provide answers on ‘’Why Speech Analytics’’ and ‘’What is the potential ROI’’ 
gained by adopting the solution. 

To know more about how your organization can benefit from Uniphore’s Speech Analytics product 
auMinaTM through a demo, please write in at susheel_ext@uniphore.com 

Conclusion
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Cost Optimization 

FCR
Ensuring First Call Resolution and 
avoiding repeat callers

Optimization in AHT
Reduced AHT implies better WFO and 
availability of agents for handling call volumes

Agent coaching and training
Reduce agent attrition and 
improvement quality of delivery 

Compliance and fraud prevention
Adherence to SOP, fraud warnings, and 
avoiding penalties 
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Uniphore Software Systems is a frontrunner in the Speech Recognition Technology and Virtual 

Assistant domains. It partners with over 70 enterprise clients and has over 4 million end users.

Uniphore Software Systems is headquartered in IIT Madras Research Park, Chennai. Uniphore was 

incubated in IIT Chennai, India in 2008 and currently has offices in India, Singapore, and U.A.E with 

about 100 employees spread across all locations. Uniphore’s investors include John Chambers, Kris 

Gopalakrishnan, IDG Ventures India, India Angel Network, YourNest Angel Fund and Ray Stata.

Uniphore was recognized by Deloitte as a Technology Fast 500 company in Asia Pacific in 2014 and was 

also ranked as the 10th fastest growing technology company in India by Deloitte Fast 50 in 2015. 

Uniphore’s Co-Founder & CEO, Umesh Sachdev was recognized by the TIME Magazine list of 2016 

amongst “10 Millennials Changing The World”, and with India’s edition of MIT Technology Review’s 

‘Innovators Under 35’ for the year 2016.

www.uniphore.com

https://www.uniphore.com/

